**BERMUDIAN SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT**  
12th Grade Government and Economics Year-Long Curriculum Map
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**Introduction** - Options for Government & Political Philosophies

**Early American** - Political Documents of Influence

**The United States Constitution** - Preamble, Articles & Interpretations

**Constitutional Amendments** - Rights of Citizens as Interpreted by our Courts

**Political System** - Influences & Personal Involvement

**Basic Problem of Economics**

**Fundamentals** - American Economic System

**Supply & Demand** - our Pricing System

**The Stock Market Game**

**Business Organizations**

**Role of Competition**

**Financing, Producing Goods, & Productivity**

**Marketing** - the Distribution of Goods

**Diagnostic/CDT's, Final Exams**

**Reading, Writing, Vocabulary, Character Development**

**Pre-View Standards**
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